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By Shana Galen

Sourcebooks, Inc, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Shana Galen s deliciously brooding hero and delightfully quirky heroine turn this tale of
adventure into an endearing love story that kept me up all hours reading.Wonderful! -- SABRINA
JEFFRIES New York Times bestselling author Ewan Mostyn thinks a job as a duke s daughter s
bodyguard will be easy--but Lady Lorraine has a few tricks up her sleeve that spark an undeniable
passion Fiercely loyal to his friends and comrades, Ewan Mostyn is the toughest in a group of
younger sons of nobility who met as soldiers and are now trying desperately to settle back into
peaceful Society. Ewan trusts his brawn more than his brains, but when he s offered a job watching
the Duke of Ridlington s stubbornly independent daughter, he finds both are challenged. Lady
Lorraine wants none of her father s high-handed ways, and she ll do everything in her power to
avoid her distressingly attractive bodyguard--until she lands herself in real trouble. Lorraine begins
to see Ewan s protectiveness in a new light, and she can only hope that her stoic guardian will do for
her what he s always...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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